
     

 
 

The 2020-2021 school year will be forever marked with an asterisk -- COVID-19 and forced immense changes for everyone. Even 

more than normal, educators became front-page news and proved that you are central to our communities. May 3rd-7th, 2021 marked 

staff appreciation week here at the School District of New Richmond. Words cannot express how grateful I am to work with such 

dedicated individuals which makes up our District TEAM. The selflessness, sacrifices, patience, trust, collaboration, and so much 

more is why our students, community, and colleagues are so lucky to have each one of these team members. I am so proud of what 

we have been able to accomplish through a global pandemic as each staff member is an integral part of our Core Purpose: Inspire 

every student to learn to his or her potential. This is further supported by our Core Values: excellence, respect, integrity, learning, 

passion, diversity and collaboration. 

 

Over one year ago, a communication was sent to all parents titled, SDNR COVID-19 Closure (Parent) 3-13-20. This letter started our 

journey into a global pandemic known as COVID-19. We have since passed this anniversary in a prolonged state of inquiries, fatigue, 

and optimism. This past year has been filled with many accomplishments yet some items remain unresolved. I would first like to 

express our sympathy to anyone that lost a family member or friend to this virus. We owe ourselves some time for reflection but we 

also owe it to one another to keep looking ahead. One of my favorite quotes is “the past is like using your rear-view mirror in your 

vehicle, it is good to glance back and see how far you have come, but if you stare too long you will miss what is right in front of 

you”. All year long, we grappled with fluctuating health rules and guidance, all while trying to keep our students and staff safe! I am 

overflowing with Tiger Pride at what the SDNR team of staff members has and continues to accomplish despite the daily challenges 

of this global pandemic. When adversity is avoided or kept from us, it prevents the rich roots of character, learning, resilience, 

creativity, and conviction to germinate. In simple terms, no adversity, no growth. Instead of avoiding adversity, the SDNR team of 

staff members embraced the challenges of not knowing what was ahead as Governor Evers issued an order closing schools effective 

Wednesday, March 18, 2020. Our focus from the start was to provide continued education for all students at each level that is 

effectively communicated, and one year later we continue to do just that. 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a tremendous impact on our community’s physical and mental health. Like you, we have all 

learned a lot about how to adapt on a daily basis. Our country, state, and community need resilient schools, resilient educators and 

resilient students. It is hard to fathom there are still schools throughout the nation and even in Wisconsin that are just now coming 

back in person full time, while the SDNR has been able to be in person all year long for K-5 and for most of the year in both middle 

and high school. As a District, we are fortunate for the collaboration and contributions of so many who helped develop and 

implement our 2020-21 Tiger Launch Plan. This level of forward thinking included key mitigation strategies of wearing masks, 

social distancing, handwashing, and appropriate cleaning, all while taking proactive steps with contact tracing. As I reflect on this 

anniversary, the following items come to mind: 

 

• How important human interaction is as educators 

• Survival is and continues to be based on teamwork, support, and attitude 

• New expertise and innovative methods have created a more rich and flexible learning environment for all 

• Adversity has fostered creativity and added educational tools to our toolbox 

• No matter what the circumstances are, we continue to reconfigure how we serve students 

• Education was never a one-size-fits all process and these experiences have opened up a new perspective of learning, 

growing, and achieving 

 

We all continue to experience challenges, tribulations, and higher emotions due the COVID-19 pandemic and your support is very 

much appreciated. We continue to monitor and make appropriate changes as needed at all levels. Throughout this pandemic, 

numerous students, parents, and community members shared their gratitude for the unbelievable job the SDNR team of staff 

members have done despite the daily challenges.  

 

I encourage anyone reading this newsletter to reach out to one or more of our 456 team members and express your gratitude…as  

together, we DID make a difference! 

 

With much pride, 

 

Patrick B. Olson 

District Administrator 

 


